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NJUS Bill Gets a Pass

SGA decides to pass the NJUS referendum

THEMONTCLARION.ORG

Lending
an Ear

Goodbye
Webmail:
Hello

Unconventional
competition
takes off
Catherine Baxter
Managing Editor
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Students who presented the bill.

Ethan Fria
News Editor
After about an hour of debate
and discussion, the SGA decided
to pass the NJUS referendum
which was suspended last week
after the bill was met with contention by several legislators.
Several amendments were
made. The bill would take funds
from the SGA’s unappropraited

One Large
Step
for Civil
Rights

surplus: $3 a student for one
year, down from the $3.50 a student for two years, as stated in
last week’s bill.
NJUS has presented similar referendums to Rutgers and
Rowan, with the latter having
already passed the bill in their
SGA. The bill has yet to reach
the SGA at Rutgers, but the president of their SGA has endorsed
it in an email sent to MSU’s

SGA president.
Students can vote on the referendum the week after spring
break during the SGA elections.
It will be the first item on the
ballot.
Montclair State has about 120
organizations run under the Student Government Association.
However, these organiza-

The Collegiate Unions Poetry Slam Invitational, affectionately known as CUPSI, is
something that young poets
hope to be a part of. CUPSI is
a national poetry slam, allowing groups of students from
colleges all across the country
to compete in performance poetry against other campuses.
CUPSI is hosted by the Association of College Unions International. This year’s event will be
held from March 12-15 at the University of Colorado-Boulder and
five of our very own Red Hawks
are set to compete in the event.

Cupsi continued on Page 14.

Gmail
Kenneth Macri
Staff Writer
Montclair State University
is currently planning to make a
switch from Java-based Webmail to Google’s Gmail starting in the Fall 2014 semester,
where students will be able to
take advantage of Google’s wide
range of products and features,
including Gmail, which offers a
consistent web interface across
services to improve ease of use.
Edward Chapel, the vice
president for Information Technology at Montclair State, has
been overseeing this process.
“Currently, the plan is undergoing stages of pilot testing,
and assuming that testing goes
satisfactorily, we hope to have
students using Gmail by the
fall of this year,” said Chapel.
Google mail accounts for
Montclair (Gmail) will easily integrate into the student’s
overall Google account structure and profile. Students will
Gmail continued on Page 4.

Writing Center Rewarded
Montclair State’s CWE named one of the best

Andrew Osolin
Staff Writer
The Conference on College
Composition and Communication (CCCC) has awarded
MSU’s Center for Writing Excellence the Writing Program
Certificate of Excellence, an
award that honors up to 20 programs annually. However, only
five have been honored this year.
In order to receive the award,
a program must submit an extensive application, demonstrating
its fulfillment of nine qualities,
including the use of the best current practices in the field, the use
of effective, ongoing assessment,
and “address[ing] the needs and
opportunities of its students, instructors, institution and locale.”
The other schools with programs to win the award this year
are St. John’s University, the
University of Colorado-Boulder,
the University of WisconsinEau Claire and the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, according to the CCCC website.
According to its website, the CCCC “supports and
promotes the teaching and study
of college composition and
communication by sponsoring
meetings and publishing scholarly materials for the exchange
of knowledge about composition, composition pedagogy
and rhetoric; supporting a wide
range of research on composition, communication and rhetoric; working to enhance the con-

ditions for learning and teaching
college composition and to promote professional development;
and acting as an advocate for
language and literacy education
nationally and internationally.”
The recognition for the
Writing Center is well-deserved.
The CWE is always improving
based on feedback from students and faculty and keeping
extensive records. What also
impressed the CCCC, according
to the University website, was
the CWE’s “placement within
the university structure,” which,
according to Remolde, means
that the program is not part of
a specific department within
the college, but the Provost.
According to Remolde, the
CWE employs fifteen writing consultants, all of whom
are either graduate students
or professional writing con-

sultants. None are volunteers.
Thus, students can expect the best help possible
when they come to the CWE.
Students can come to the
writing center with or without
an appointment, although an
appointment is preferable, especially during exam periods when
the CWE is most busy. Students
and faculty can come with a paper in any stage of the writing
process; in fact, they need not
have a paper at all. Consultants
will help with any writing issues
they may have with their paper.
Upon arrival, a student or
faculty member is seated with
a consultant and asked what
kind of writing they’re working on and what the goals
are of their particular piece.
Keep in mind that the standard session at the CWE is 25
minutes, in which the consultant
is not supposed to help write

more than four or five pages.
The exception to this rule is if
the patron has a disability or
speaks English as a second language. In this case, the patron
must make an appointment.
Such an appointment will then
last approximately 50 minutes.
For more informatio,
visit
montclair.edu/centerfor-writing-excellence/
or
ncte.org/cccc,
respectively.
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Vatican could
accept
civil unions
Victoria Fisher
Staff Writer

Just as the 1960s served as
a time of evolutionary change
through the Civil Rights Movement, our current generation is
fighting for marriage equality.
Although technology has served
to be a much more reaching platform in communicating the needs
and wants of the activist community, there are still equality rallies and gatherings all the time.
The Vatican, one of the oldest establishments of religion,
is also known for its super traditional ways of functioning.
Most followers of the Vatican
are not usually fans of marriage equality, claiming that it
ruins the sanctity of marriage.

Viral continued on Page 12.

Montclair State has
about 120 organizations
under the SGA. Where
does all that money
come from?

Members of the Center for Writing Excellence.

College Board, the organization that produces
the scholastic aptitude
tests (SATs), announced
that there will be major
changes to the test we
all know and loathe.

Photo courtesy of MIke Peters

Baseball Kicks off Season on the Road

Montclair seals its first
win of the season in
Fredericksburg over
the University of MaryWashington despite
losses in a recent doubleheader.
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On Feb. 25

On Feb. 26

Student Dominic Gaudioso, 19, of Denville, N.J.
was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana, distribution of marijuana and possession of
paraphernalia for his involvement in an incident
that occurred behind Floyd Hall Arena. Gaudioso
is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal
Court. (building #51)

Don Spielvogel

montclarionadsales@gmail.com

Pelican Police Report

A student reported their purse fell out of their duffle bag while walking to the NJ Transit Deck. Upon
returning to that location, they discovered their
purse was missing. This case is under investigation.
(building #63)

Faculty

Faculty Advisor
Steve Johnson

On Feb. 27

A staff member reported money was stolen from
their desk within Sinatra Hall. This case is under
investigation. (building #61)

On Feb. 28
Student Jordan Concerre, 20, of Linwood, N.J. was
arrested and charged with possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia in Alice Paul Hall. Concerre is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #62)

CORRECTIONS

The Montclarion
willingly corrects its
factual errors. If you
think there is a mistake
in a story, please call
Editor-in-Chief Jessica
at
ext. 5230.

Writers and
Contributors
Andrew Guadagnino
Joseph Stanley Kurp
Mike Panepinto
Ivette Cordero
Jasmine Amjad
Ryan Moore
Andrew Osolin
Katrina Millan
Aldo Guerrero
Jordan Manglona
Charity Lombardo
Kimberly Asman
Kelly Mcgery
Isabel Hershko
Victoria Fisher
Isamar Cortes

On March 1
Student Joseph DiFranco, 21, of Pompton Plains,
N.J. was arrested and charged with driving while
intoxicated and eluding a police officer while driving on Clove Road. DiFranco is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On Mach 1
A student reported a theft of their cell phone and
wallet while inside the Student Recreation Center.
This case is under investigation. (building #57)

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police
station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
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• Oracle’s Webmail service will
soon be replaced with Gmail.
Students will still be able to
reach Susan Cole at xoxThUgPrEzQT@mail.montclair.edu.

• The University will soon announce that the bell in College
Hall will be scheduled to ring
every hour. If it works as well
as anyone else in College Hall,
it will ring maybe twice a day.

•The Journal of Nervous and
Mental Disease posted online
results from the first controlled
trials of LSD in more than 40
years. When reached for a
comment, elephants in cowboy boots danced with purple
and magenta cucumbers wearing sombreros.

•Sylvester Stallone’s 1976 boxing classic is coming to Broadway in Rocky: The Musical.
The show ends with a rousing musical number entitled
“ADRIIIUUUHHHNNNNN.”

• Sarah Palin’s new show
Amazing America is premiering soon on the Sportsman
Channel. She’ll be doing live
coverage on a range of topics
including the Russia-Ukraine
conflict, all from the comfort
of her own backyard.

• New Jersey residents are outraged at a Dove soap billboard
nicknaming the state “The
Armpit of America.” The billboard has since been bought
by Hanes with the word “armpit” being replaced with “butt
crack.”

Gmail

Continued from page 1

Students remain skeptical over the
possibly switch from webmail to
Gmail.

be able to manage their account
within a single panel framework,
which means they will not have
to go from one system to another.
Montclair State will also be providing Google Drive and Google
Calendar to students as part of
the university’s “Apps for Education Agreement” with Google.
However, the terms of the agreement have not yet been decided.
“Gmail provides more storage resources and intersects with
other Google products, such as
Google Drive or Google Calendar, which students can take
advantage of,” claimed Chapel.
From a storage space standpoint,
Chapel states, “Montclair will no
longer be the resource for mail storage, as Google will be, and Google
provides much larger mailboxes.”
Students’ Gmail accounts will
still have a Montclair State identi-

The Montclarion | Claire Fishman

ty to them: they will look and feel
like a current Montclair email account, but also have integrations
into Google’s suite of products.
The Information Technology Division at Montclair State
has a roll-out plan that includes
IT migrating all existing student
email content (messages, folders) over to Gmail on behalf of
the user, according to Chapel.
As far as Gmail being directly connected to Canvas just
as Webmail is currently linked
with Blackboard, all of the features and functions that are in
place today with Webmail will
be replicated. Students will
not have to do anything as it
will all happen automatically.
Nick Mimikos, a student here
at Montclair State, believes “a
lot of people already use Gmail
accounts because it provides a

• John Travolta faced scrutiny
during the Academy Awards
on Sunday after calling
singer Idina Menzel “Adele
Dazeem.” Travolta also issued
his congratulations to 12 Years
a Slave Best Actor nominee
Chewy Granolabar.

• Real Housewives stars Joe
and Theresa Giudice plead
guilty to fraud recently, the
fraud being convincing people
they’re actually celebrities.

• Kerry Kennedy was acquitted after being arrested for a
DUI in New York. It appears
she has better luck in cars than
other members of her family.

user-friendly interface and better storage capacity than a lot
of other e-mail [services].”
Mimikos was all for the transition from Webmail. “I think
Webmail is slow. Another issue is that it is not very productive when it comes to multitasking by looking at different
windows and screens at once.”
Another main reason for the
switch is because “Gmail has
become so broadly adopted and
used,” stated Chapel. “People
tend to like the ability to only
have to look at one e-mail account rather than many. Gmail is
more robust than Webmail, which
is an older version of [e-mail].”
Student Partick Long said
he “would like to see a better
interface for mobile devices”
if and when Gmail goes live in
the fall. Long says when using
Webmail, “it is almost impossible to check my school e-mail
on my mobile phone. Loading
times are long and scrolling up
and down is a constant issue.”
The division of information
technology at Montclair State is
currently in the first tier of testing,
which will feature a broad base of
testers. There will be three tiers
of testing before Gmail goes live.

Got the inside
scoop?
Write for
News!
Contact

msunews@gmail.com

SGA Surplus
Explained
Michael Klein
Staff Writer
tions spend a lot of money ,
which comes from our tuition.
The Student Government Association has around $1.5 million
in their budget and a very large
majority of that goes towards the
organizations. Class I organizations are allotted in some cases
up to $20,000, depending on the
organization and varies from year
to year, while some lesser groups
share this budget.
Expenses like these add up.
While we as students pay $48.90
a year for the SGA to spend to enrich our experience at Montclair,
where does all of the money go
and what is this unappropriated
surplus?
According to SGA Treasurer
Mark Ruff, this extra money
adds up to almost $300,000. This
amount acts as a cushion for the
SGA just in case legal issues
come up or if unexpected expenses occur.
“Sometimes, it could be legal
issues,” explained SGA President
Kristen Bunk. In 2010, there was
a “Nicki Minaj scandal,” as she
refers to it. During this scandal, a
fake talent agent booked a performance with the SGA for Minaj to
perform on campus. The prankster made off with thousands of
dollars and the SGA needed the
resources to get the proper legal
help.
For example, if an organization neglects to pay a bill to a
company they got services from
for an event; the money needed
to pay this bill couldn’t come out
of their current budget. It would
have been paid by the SGA by

writing a bill and using the unappropriated surplus funds.
The money comes from whatever is left over after a year has
passed. “Say, for example, an
organization didn’t use $500 of
their budget. That would then go
into the unappropriated surplus,”
says Bunk. It accumulates in
drips over a long amount of time.
The money also comes from the
budgets of inactive organizations
of the SGA.
Having roughly $294,000
sounds like a lot of money,
but Ruff says for safety measures, they want to stay at about
$250,000.
While legal troubles aren’t
always on the horizon, it is very
important to be prepared for the
worst. If the SGA were to spend
their entire excess budget, they
would be crippled in the case of
a lawsuit.
The unappropriated surplus
is a large amount of money, yet
it is an essential and important
amount of money that the SGA
needs to properly function to cater to the 120 organizations that it
supports, on top of properly running as a campus organization on
their own.

themontclarion.org
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Sandy Stories Come to Life
Documentarions inspire students to follow in their footsteps

Jayna Gugliucci
Assistant News Editor
When Hurricane Sandy blasted
the East Coast in a torrent of wind,
rain and flooding, it undeniably
left a path of destruction in its
wake. As can be expected, journalists and activists from across
the country flocked to the affected areas in hopes of a story. One
organization in particular was set
on bringing individual stories together in a completely innovative
way—through Sandy Storyline.
Part of the School of Communication and Media’s colloquium

series, Michael Premo spoke on
Wednesday about the motivation behind the organization.
Previously involved in a diverse housing project, Premo
and his team uncovered that
people are obsessed with the
concept of “home.” In turn, the
idea that “the neighborhood is
a physical place while the community is an experience” came
to govern the way of thinking
in creating Sandy Storyline.
After Hurricane Sandy affected 10 million people, Premo
and his team set out on a path
to create a way for those indi-

Sandy Shoreline creators present their documentary to students.

viduals and families to tell their
stories. As many of us document events on our cellphones,
Sandy
Storyline
eventually
brought a “participatory storytelling platform to collaboratively
tell the story of Sandy” to light.
By allowing individuals to
tell their stories via phone call,
text message and video submissions, Sandy Storyline soon
grew into a transmedia website recognizing “real world,
face-to-face
engagement.”
In this way, there is “no limit to
storytelling,” as it is available for
people to share in nearly every way.

Amy Scheren, a senior communications major, believes that
this method of documentary is
perhaps the “best way to keep
the attention” of the younger generation. Moving away from just
a “picture on Twitter,” storytelling is shifting towards transmedia in this digital day and age.
With the success of Sandy Storyline, the transmedia
movement of documentaries
will certainly be on the rise.
In accordance with the Sandy Storyline website, Premo
and his team created a circular space on the West Side of

The Montclarion | Jayna Gugliucci

Manhattan to see how people
shared stories in a community.
Here, individuals were able
to view an hour-long piece which
brought to life the stories of Sandy victims. With several personalized story arcs, the new method of documentary storytelling
was revolutionized completely.
With the visible success of the
exhibit, the creators of Sandy
Storyline are currently trying to find a permanent partner
to bring it to coastal locations.
Meanwhile, Premo and his team
are working with a series of individuals who had their homes taken after the storm. In the end, they
hope to help the individuals bring
their stories to the state for support.
Overall, the presentation by
Premo inspired communication
and broadcasting students and faculty alike. With an innovative approach to documentary filmmaking, Sandy Storyline is certainly
an innovative step in the constantly advancing digital world.
Inside our own Television
and Digital Media Department,
Beverly Peterson’s Field Production class will be crafting minidocumentaries based on Hurricane Sandy for Sandy Storyline.
It is not surprising for Premo’s
presentation to have inspired the
students in such a creative manner. In the words of Sandy Shoreline, “When you’re rebuilding
community, every story matters.”
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H2O is Better
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Staying hydrated is key to staying healthy and drinking water is the easiest way to do that.
While soda, juice or other sugary drinks may taste good, they are not good for hydration.
These drinks are not only unhealthy but could also still leave you wanting more, while water will help keep you feeling well and healthy without the added calories and sugar. Here
are a few of the many reasons to put down the soda and pick up another glass of water.

Photo courtesy of: feminspire.com

Energy Boost:

Our bodies are comprised mainly of water. Therefore, we need water to function properly. Drinking
water throughout the day can help fight off fatigue
by keeping you alert and boosting your energy.

Pain Prevention:

Water can help prevent several conditions including headaches and cramps. It can also serve as
treatment as drinking water when experiencing
a headache or cramps could help relieve symptoms. Water helps keep joints moving smoothly
as well and can help prevent pain.

Hunger vs. Thirst:

Many times when we think we are hungry, our
bodies are actually just thirsty. Constantly
drinking water will help keep your appetite in
check. Drinking water before a meal will also
help fill up your stomach, preventing you from
overeating. This can help you control your portions, making sure you eat the right amounts
for what your body really needs.

Be Creative:

Water may seem boring, but it is easy to give it a
yummy flavor without sacrificing its health. Adding sliced fruit to water will give it a refreshing
sweet taste, as there are many possibilities to keep
it interesting. Lemon and lime slices are a good
combination or strawberries for a berry flavor.

Cleanser:

Drinking water will help your body flush
out toxins when you go to the bathroom
or when you sweat in the gym. Water will
also help regulate your digestion system
to keep your body regular.

Better Skin:

Dehydration can lead to dry or wrinkled skin. A
steady flow of water will help keep skin looking
younger and healthier.

Spending money on drinks can add up, especially
if you eat out a lot and are used to adding a soda
onto your bill. Drinking water is not only healthier, but can help save you a lot of money in the
long run by regularly switching to water. Tap
water is also always available to you at home
and can help you save money on bottled drinks.
Most tap water is safe, but if you are unsure,
invest in a filter that will help you enjoy the water you already have at your disposal. There are
also filtered water stations around campus in
places like the Student Recreation Center and
Blanton Hall.

Photo courtesy of: plus.google.com
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Ryan’s Weekly Brew Review

Bargain Brew:

Brewery Ommegang’s Hennepin is a brew far beyond the constraints of its price—only $6 a bomber (22 fl. oz.)
with a decent ABV (alcohol-by-volume) to go along with it (7.7 percent). Although it is a Belgian-style beer, it is
brewed right in good-old Cooperstown, N.Y. Belgian-style beers are recognized by their sweeter, yeasty flavor and
light, bubbly mouth feel, though thicker, dark variations do pop up from time to time. Hennepin, however, is a different kind of Belgian: a farmhouse Saison. Saisons are very light, drinkable beers. Well, they had to be; back in
the day, peasants would create their own beers as an alternative to potentially non-potable water. Hennepin has a
delightful bubbly charm and, although light, remain packed with a sweet, dry, light pear flavor on the front and a
slightly sour bite on the back. Hennepin’s well-rounded, pallet-pleasing taste can surely please you as well.

Baron Brew:

You won’t find Duvel’s Tripel Hop Ale cheap. I found a bomber for $16 and only convinced myself to try it for you
folks. I am a man of the people. Tripel Hop has the Belgian charm with a nice yeasty base and a light, fruity aroma,
but it also brings forth a whole dimension of hoppy (bitter) flavor not often found in Belgian beers. The front end
of the beer has a slight banana flavor, which is from the Belgian yeast and not from any actual banana flavoring,
and the back end has a nice, lingering bitter flavor. The whole beer has a champagne-like character, referring to
the super bubbly and very light color. Duvel may have to quarrel with Miller on who has the “champagne of beers.”
However, it’s worth the $16 only if you make more than $16 an hour. Otherwise, pick up the un-hopped version of
Duvel priced around $8 to $10.

Photo courtesy of: drankencentralebierparadijs.com

Welcome to the Brew Review, the only place where you can safely read reviews on beer. Don’t question that last
part; I assure you this is the only place. This week, I’ll be reviewing Belgian beers.

Photo courtesy of: ommegang.com

Ryan Moore
Staff Writer
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‘Sports Illustrated’ Plays with Barbie
Charity Lombardo
Contributing Writer
Ideal or unreal? Barbie, in
all her primped plastic glory,
brings back her iconic zebraprint swimsuit first worn for
her debut in 1959 to grace the
inside cover of this year’s annual Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue. Yet, placing a toy
intended for little kids on a
magazine intended for adults
has created quite the buzz for
this special edition.
To celebrate their 50th anniversary, Sports Illustrated teamed up with Mattel,
Barbie’s creator, to launch a
campaign on Twitter, telling
critics that they are “#unapologetic” about who they
are. As February newsstands
revealed Barbie posing in her
perfect slender stature, the
controversy took off.
This may be the most contested career she has added
to her ever-growing list of 150
occupations. Ranging from
astronaut to ballerina, presidential candidate to Olympic
athlete, the list shows young
girls that they can be whatever they dream to be. She
holds strong against the critics deeming “unapologetic”
about this one and is rather
unmovable in her stance, literally and figuratively in her
case.
The idea was to place Barbie, a legend herself, at the
forefront of an empowering
promotion that represents
confident, prevailing women,
like Heidi Klum or Christie
Brinkley, who started their
careers in swimsuits and
grew to be successful entrepreneurs.
“Posing in SI gives Barbie and her fellow legends an

opportunity to own who they
are, celebrate what they have
accomplished and show the
world it is okay to be capable
and captivating,” said Mattel
spokeswoman Michelle Chidoni.
The problem is that these
two brands are amongst the
most controversial in society,
receiving regular criticism
that they objectify women
while sending the wrong message to young girls.
The public conversation
began after the launch of the
#Unapologetic campaign and
the strategic placement of its
oversized advertisement in
Times Square. Blog posts and
responses from the public, especially concerned mothers,
were voiced firm in their opinion that Barbie is contributing to girls’ distorted concept
of beauty.
Barbie has long endured
comments about her impossible measurements and unrealistic recurrence of great
hair days. But can you blame
the critics?
After all, it is inevitable
that creating a plastic representation of what pretty and
accomplished looks like will
go on to shape culture and its
incessant expectations.
Just as G.I. Joe, Barbie’s
opposite, has become more
unrealistically ripped over
the years, influencing boys to
flirt with unhealthy habits to
attain the ideal man’s build,
Barbie has suffered the same.
Her itty-bitty waistline and
top-heavy proportions have
been blamed for triggering
eating disorders and low selfesteem in girls.

A contributing factor
to those stubborn cultural
expectations are the airbrushed models in barely-there bikinis annually
sprinkled throughout the
swimsuit issue. Targeting the male audience in
particular makes it easy
to argue that the magazine diminishes women to
the status of mere lustful
objects. Throwing Barbie
into this mix most certainly stumps society.
Let’s get this straight.
Sports Illustrated objectifies women in their swimsuit issue. They joined
forces with Mattel, maker
of Barbie, a fake, unblemished representation of a
“capable and captivating”
woman and, as a celebration of women owning
who they are, they agreed
that Barbie was the perfect fit for the cover of the
swimsuit issue. For some,
the association is clear.
However, it cannot go
overlooked that placing
Barbie, an inanimate object, next to real women
as if the two are interchangeable is what blurs
the lines and confuses
this connection.
For all the growing
girls, too often we become
suffocated with these unending messages about
body image that we become more consumed,
obsessed even, with what
our body looks like and
less concerned with what
it can do, its strength and
hidden potential.
While Barbie’s waist

Photo courtesy of: nypost.com

size and flawless features continue to bear critique, there
may still be a lesson here. If
there’s one thing we learn
from “the doll that started it
all,” let it be taken from the
positive, active, thriving careers she promotes: figure
skater, aerobics instructor,
firefighter, lifeguard, registered nurse; she does it all
and that’s the message to
highlight.
There is no single definition of beauty and the answer

surely does not lie within the
pages of Sports Illustrated or
any other magazine for that
matter. This Sports Illustrated cover has simply complicated Barbie’s legacy. Just
don’t let Barbie complicate
yours.

Classifieds

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted
Part-time dog walker needed in Montclair
area between 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. Mon-Fri. $10
per 30 minute walk. For more info email Janine at MontclairPetGirl@gmail.com

Full Service Salon & Spa in Clifton seeks parttime receptionist with managerial duties. Must
be outgoing, hardworking, flexible, & reliable.
Basic computer skills req. Retail experience
helpful but not necessary. Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits available.
Call 973-340-4200.

Part-time male or female student to help promote The Montclair Boutique and also work
part-time. Contact Jeff 201-506-5555.

Interested in advertising with
The Montclarion?

Email
Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details
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Toons
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Continued from last week...

The Exit Signs

By Joe Stansbury

ASSISTANT PRODUCTION EDITOR
CONTACT MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com

Opinion
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SAT-isfied with Test Reforms
Question of
the Week
Are the SATs
fair? Why or
why not?
Ryan Loveledy
Graduate
Student
Industrial
and
Organizational
Psychology
"I think the SATs are fair in terms of
what they're assessing, but what they
assess is not exactly providing a good
picture of what [students] need in
terms of college acceptance. I don't really think it's an accurate perception
of what they'll need in college. I know
that I didn't fare too well on them, but
I did okay and I don't think that, had I
done any better on them, I would have
done any better in school."
Andrew
Morreale
Freshman
Exercise
Science
“I don’t think
they’re fair because the SATs are easier for people who are better at taking
tests. It’s not just common knowledge;
it’s a lot of book smarts and unnecessary
information.”
Alyssa Clauhs
Freshman
Art History
“I would say that
they’re not fair,
because not everyone is a great test-taker. They do have
some advantages with saying whether
people are good at math or their writing
and grammar, but they don’t test every
single part of a person, so you can’t really tell whether someone is good at everything else by their test scores. Not
everyone may be a great test taker, but
they may have other advantages that
don’t shine through when they’re taking
the test.”
Ann Marie
Caliguire
Sophomore
Child Advocacy
“I do not believe
that the SATs are
fair, for the reason that students can
wake up that morning and be having a
really bad day and they could do really
badly on it. On the other hand, other
students don’t even study and get high
scores. To have a universal test for all
students is just completely unfair.”
Jennifer Mocek
Freshman
Undeclared
“No, they’re not
fair because some
people are really
bad at taking tests, and some people are
better at it, depending on the person.”
Jess Finkelstein
Freshman
Music
Education
“No, I don’t think
the SATs are fair
because they’re constructed a certain
way to make you think a certain way.
People take classes to learn how to take
a test because it’s constructed in a certain way to trick you. All the questions
are pretty much constructed the same
way. It’s based on test-taking technique.
It has nothing to do with knowledge. It’s
just whether or not you know how to
take a test.”

Christian Blaza | The Montclarion

C

ollege Board, the
organization that produces the scholastic aptitude
tests (SATs), announced
yesterday that there will
be major changes to the
test we all know and loathe
over the next few years.
Although the changes
will not be Brobdingnagian in size, they will vastly
adapt many familiar aspects of the SATs in the
hopes of providing a more
fair and relevant examination.
It is no secret to students that the SATs are
not as fair as institutions
of higher education and
College Board claim to
be. Although the College
Board presents its standardized test as an accurate prediction of how
students will do in college,
the way in which the test
culture is structured is far
more concerned with how
much money students are
willing to dish out in order
to do well. The test itself
costs about $50 with a late
registration fee of $96. For
each retest, these fees must

be repeated. The test itself is
also very particular, grading
certain styles of writing and
promoting specific types of
questions over others. This
leads many students to take
an SAT prep class so that
they can be acquainted with
the types of questions that
frequently occur. These classes, which include the popular
Kaplan Test Prep at a range
of prices from $299 to over
$1000, contribute significantly to the financial burden of
the SATs.
With all of these considerations, doing well on the SAT
is less about how much general knowledge each student
actually possesses and more
about how much money he
or she is willing to pour into
a test which will not even
accurately measure what it
intends to evaluate. Therefore, those who are in the upper and middle classes will
likely do much better on the
SATs because they can afford
to take these sorts of classes
and train themselves to take
the test the “right way.” Students and educators have
called these practices into
question time and time again

and now these protestations
have finally seemed to cause
some change in how the SAT
will be produced and used in
the future.
Now, instead of requiring a
written component of the SAT,
College Board offers an optional essay that certain colleges require students to take
in order to apply. In addition,
the writing portion will have a
new scoring system, the verbal
and math sections will focus
more on practical applications
of language and mathematics
than theoretical concepts and
the half-point penalization for
incorrect answers will be abolished. The president of College Board, David Coleman,
predicts that these changes
will make the SATs more fair
and relevant to students in
the 21st century.
Since Montclair State University is an institution that
requires its incoming students
to submit their SAT scores
with their applications, the
future of the SAT is a direct
concern for our school. As a
university that embraces educational opportunities for students of diverse backgrounds,
we applaud College Board’s

attempts to make the SATs
fairer by not catering to
those who have taken SAT
prep classes.
However, the changes will
affect our campus community only if there is a larger
change in the test-taking
culture. If these changes
only bring about more expensive courses that train
students to study the new
types of questions, then the
issue has not at all been resolved. If this test can really deliver and show that it
does not discriminate based
on socio-economic position,
we can at least feel that
these tests are presented
with a little more justice
than before.
Although many current undergraduates and
graduates think that these
changes to the SAT are not
fair because they had to be
subjected to a more difficult
test, what is really unfair is
how the SATs have been an
institutionalized injustice
for generations. With these
changes, perhaps our perceptions of these tests will
change. For now, we are optimistic.

Thumbs Up
Spring Break
Adele Dazeem
The Oscar selfie

Thumbs Down
Lack of media coverage about Ukraine
David Cameron’s internet filter assistant arrested
for child pornography
Leonardo DiCaprio still Oscar-less
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Possibility for Sustainability in Daily Life
Students can erase their carbon footprint in a few easy steps

O

u r
ancestors
hunted for
food. They
did
not
have
an
idea of a
Isamar Cortes supermarket. Our
columnist
ancestors
also created their clothes out
of the fur animals that they
killed. Not only did they utilize the fur and the meat, but
the bones were used as tools
as well. No type of waste was
generated through this process. Isn’t that strange?
Imagine this, a world
where stars are visible in every part of the planet. Picture
a world where different gases
do not cloud up our atmosphere. Is a world without pollution possible?
I believe so. I am a Sustainability Science major here
at Montclair State University.
I bet a good amount of you
reading this have never heard
of this major before.
Sustainability, in general terms, means using the
amount of resources we need
in order to live a comfortable
life but leave enough resources
behind for future generations.
How can you make a major
out of it? In my major, we deal

with problem solving. For example, how can we reduce our
pollution by 100 percent? That
is a major issue in my field of
study, but it should be of great
concern in every field.
Did you know that carpooling reduces the amount
of CO2 you emit into the atmosphere? Did you also know
that using public transportation has the same effect?
The problem with pollution is that we do not put
ourselves in the category of
“polluters.” We do not see ourselves causing the pollution.
Most statistics on CO2 are
geared towards cars and factories.
For example, cars generate X amount of CO2 into
the atmosphere. If this phrase
were worded as, “People who
drive cars generate X amount
of CO2 into the atmosphere,”
it would give a more personal
tone which would make people
think twice about driving their
car to the corner store right
down the block. In order for
people to understand our pollution/energy crisis, they need
to put themselves in the polluter side of the situation.
If we learn to put the
blame on us (theoretically becoming the problem), then we
can become the solution.
You may think that you

are just one person. You probably do not believe you can
make much of a change.
Yet, if everyone thought
that way, Thomas Edison
would not have invented the
light bulb. Albert Einstein
would not have come up with
calculus. Anyone can start out
small. Start by actually recycling. Also, get educated on the
subject.
Every major, no matter
what it may be, needs sustainability. One day, everyone will
come across this word. Even
more so, this paper you are
reading right now, don’t just
throw it away. Use it for something else. Be creative!
Creativity is the only smart
start we have to achieving actual goal, especially in our pollution crisis. I have a dream
that one day I will be able to
see multiple stars in the New
Jersey sky. Call me crazy, but
I don’t think I’m the only one
that misses the fluorescent
beauty in the night sky.

To the editor,
Free speech is among
many benchmarks of civilization. I firmly believe that free
speech serves to enhance the
democratic process, which I
consider the pinnacle of civilization.
Discourse, even harsh
discourse, is a mechanism that
propels a governing body, student or otherwise, forward.
I think the two articles The
Montclarion published serve
an important function in fa-

cilitating discourse. Discourse,
however, can only propel a
governing body so far.
Democracy comes to
the English language from
the Greek word “demokratia”
meaning “the people rule.” Democracy is contingent upon the
involvement of “the people.”
The Student Government
Association of Montclair would
love more involvement from
the people, as we are of the
people, by the people and for
the people.

Our legislative meetings
are open to the public. The SGA
elections provide 157 hours
for students to vote from the
convenience of any internet
capable device. We even have
a simple process to getting involved in the legislative, cabinet or judicial branches.
From where is this disconnect derived? Is the SGA being
unreasonable or secretive? I
would argue there is no true
disconnect from the students
and the SGA. I invite people

to participate in the SGA so
we all can live up to the creed
established by the SGA: “Enhancing Student Life at Montclair.”
The SGA is open to all students and it is rather easy to
get involved. As the attorney
general of the SGA, I encourage discourse, even scathing
discourse but I equally encourage participation in the SGA.
I invite all students who
meet the proper qualifications
and are so inclined, to pick up

an election packet in the SGA
office which will be available
starting Feb. 28 and at least
participate in the SGA elections on March 20 through
vote.montclair.edu and are
due back by March 7 until 12
p.m. on Wednesday, March 26.

terracial dating were all taboo
and unaccepted. If you participated in any of those things,
you were quite often shunned
or disowned. Now, in 2014,
some of those things may not
be optimal in leading a stressfree life, but many people can
think of many participants of
all of those things.
Interracial dating was
something that was partnered
with the Civil Rights Act and
was gracefully woven through
the ‘70s. In the ‘70s, there was
a very big “peace and love”
message that was adamant
about including everybody
that was willing to free their
mind. The evolution of acceptance will never be over because, as technology develops,
the ability for people to change

and alter themselves will also
grow. While interracial dating
is now considered normal by
most, we have entered a time
where homosexual relationships can often be frowned
upon by society.
Even if the quality of the
relationship is greater than
somebody who is dating the
opposite sex, close-minded individuals can still find a way
or reason to believe that samesex relationships are wrong.
And once the acceptance of
same-sex relationships increases and spreads wider, the
need to accept all members of
the LGBTQ community will
also need to grow.
Transsexual and transgender people face more difficulty
now as they often fight to be

accepted. Despite the fact that
I may not fully understand
why somebody may have the
desire for a sex change or complete lifestyle change, I do not
believe that it is my place to
dictate their rights to do so.
Social taboos and stigmas will
continue to exist as long as society does. But with such positive changes like Pope Francis
being willing to consider the
acceptance of civil unions, forward movement seems more
possible every day.

Isamar Cortes, a Sustainability Science
major, is in her first year as a columnist
for The Montclarion.

Ferdinando C. Palumbo

Civil Unions
Continued from page 1
However,
many gay
rights
groups do
not seek
to directly
have
the right
victoria fisher
to marry
columnist
but
the
right to have a civil union.
Similar to a marriage but
usually lacking the strong religious basis, civil unions allow same-sex couples to obtain
all the financial sharing and
benefit sharing that married
couples can.
An example of this being
important would be if a samesex couple, Nicole and Jacinda, have been in a committed
relationship for five years.

Jacinda is involved in a serious car accident and is placed
in the ICU. If they are not
legally bound, by either marriage or civil union, Nicole has
no legal right to see Jacinda.
Considering the hypothetical
circumstances, this could be
gravely traumatic.
In recent news, Pope Francis has discussed the possibility of accepting civil unions.
I think this is huge step in
our international society and
could make tremendous steps
in a much more global acceptance of same-sex relationships. However, it will not
come without difficulty.
When our parents were
younger, things such as adultery, sex before marriage, pregnancy before marriage and in-

Victoria Fisher, a Political Science major,
is in her fourth year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.
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Gotta Catch ‘Em All: The Team Version
‘Twitch Plays Pokemon’ surprisingly similar to United States politics

H

osted
by the live
streaming website
Twitch, over
100,000
Aldo Guerrero players input buttons
columnist
all at once
to guide the protagonist of the
classic Game Boy video game,
Pokémon Red.
With this type of format,
players would ideally cooperate and coordinate with each
other to complete the same
game, right? Wrong! The simplest tasks became nearly impossible, as it took players 390
hours (16 days) of non-stop
gameplay to defeat the final
boss.
“Twitch Plays Pokémon”
bears a striking resemblance
to the not-so wonderful world
of politics. It was an example
of a power struggle between
those who genuinely wanted
to complete the game versus

those who wanted to hinder
progress. We shall refer to
these individuals as trolls.
The game had two different systems of governance. It
originally started in “Anarchy” mode where players freely input buttons as the stream
registered those commands to
guide the protagonist accordingly.
Progress took longer than
expected, but players got used
to this mode and made progress nonetheless. However, as
more trolls joined the stream,
it became harder for the masses to cooperate, as competition for control became more
intense.
In an effort to restore
order, the owner of the stream
(as acting Ruler/President)
replaced Anarchy with Democracy. Under Democracy,
players would vote for a specific command and every 5-10
seconds the command with the
most votes would go through
(majority rules). The tallying
of the votes took a long time,

but players were able to make
efficient progress.
Needless to say, the trolls
were outraged at this change.
Their “right” to hinder progress of the game had been undermined by a “democratic”
system. Others argued that
Democracy defeated the original purpose of stream and
made it too easy.
In protest, the trolls began spamming the game with
the “start” command, which
repeatedly paused the game.
They also flooded the chat
room with “RIOT!” which
lagged the stream.
These forms of protest are
similar to real-world politics.
Causing the game to pause
and slow down is parallel to
how the US government was
shut down a couple of months
ago because the major political
parties could not compromise.
In Twitch, the trolls and
other originalists obstructed
and halted the game, demanding that Anarchy be restored.
Those who were on the side of

Democracy saw it as a favorable anti-trolling mechanism
and wanted to maintain the
status quo.
Feeling the public pressure, the stream owner stepped
in with a compromise to satisfy
all sides of this conflict. Players would now be able to vote
for which game mode (or system of governance) they would
want to play between Democracy and Anarchy. After a certain time, whichever mode got
the required number of votes
would be imposed on all who
were playing the game.
For the most part, players
appeared to be okay with this
compromise. The trolls got to
troll whereas those who wanted to complete the game were
still able to make progress.
Much like in politics,
multiple competing factions
formed out of Twitch: Anarchists versus Democrats and
trolls versus those wishing to
beat the game. More factions
formed in external websites
such as Reddit and 4chan that

can be compared to special
interest groups that exist in
real-world politics.
Players got together in
these websites’ forums to strategize on how to beat the game
(or troll it) since the Twitch
chat room was overcrowded
and thus impractical for communication. These factions
would choose the ideal times
to implement their strategies,
preferably overnight when the
trolls were probably asleep.
In the end, the creator of
the stream got what he wanted;
the entire project was vaguely
billed as a “social experiment.”
Apparently, the creator is not
done with this experiment, as
players are now trying to beat
Pokémon Crystal.
We can thus expect
another chaotic but exciting
round of trolling and politicking over the Internet.

Aldo Guerrero, a Political Science
major, is in his first year as a columnist
for The Montclarion.

How To Market Sexism to Women
Companies constantly attempting to cater to women becomes offensive

M

icrosoft has been
receiving
some rough
criticism
for the lack
of sensitivmonika bujas ity over the
Opinion Editor topic of gender. They recently released a commercial
for their new all-in-one computer/tablet, where a woman
is using her tablet to plan her
wedding. She talks about how
the convenient touch screen
makes it easy for her to navigate around Pinterest and
booking the catering, all while
managing her budget. Let’s
not forget her sly comment at

In response to “Trans-Pacific
Partnership: Agreement causes
tension and shows US flaunting power” by Tiffany Saez,
published on Feb. 20, 2014:
“Having read through some of
the cases mounted by corporations against governments, I
cannot understand how any
government can sign up to this
deal. Taxpayers should, on no
account, be made responsible
for propping up the profits of
foreign corporations.”
Pauline Westwood
“Let’s look at NAFTA – the
North American Free Trade
Agreement between the US,
Canada and Mexico. Why do
we need such a trade agreement between three countries?
The US could reach a trade

the end about her bridesmaids
deciding on a dress they would
all absolutely love.
Even with the release
of the Xbox One, Microsoft
struck some controversy when
they sent out a customizable
form letter to their fans. The
letter played out like an atrocious game of Mad Libs, which
is ironic that I have the gall to
call this letter “more atrocious
than Mad Libs.”
Microsoft created the letter to tailor to a situation
where you might want to try
to convince your significant
other to buy an Xbox One. The
default letter was sent as follows: “Hey, honey. Not sure if
you've heard, but Xbox One is
available. That means we can
start playing games like Dead

Rising 3. I know, I know. You'd
rather knit than watch me
slay zombies, but hear me out
on this. Xbox One is actually
for both of us…" After women
and men alike displayed their
distaste for the letter via Twitter, Microsoft issued an apology and claimed it wasn’t their
intention to insult women.
Microsoft isn’t the only
company who has either insulted females with their attempts to solely advertise to
them or vise versa. Nintendo
of Europe devised the Nintendo Girl Club in order to
initiate an effort to pique the
interest of female gamers. It
wasn’t well reviewed to say
the least, as many women felt
almost embarrassed about the
marketing ploy, besides the

fact that a lot of these companies are male-dominated. The
issue is that no one knows how
to properly cater to women.
You know how guys will
constantly complain about not
knowing how women think
nor what they want. Yeah,
well, we don’t know what we
want. As a woman, I feel like
I will always find some flaw
with the way companies try to
go about marketing products
to women.
Instead of trying to cater
to a specific sex, just drop the
notion and market your product in a gender neutral way.
For example, if you make a
funny commercial or make an
amazing-looking game, people
will buy your product. As a
girl who likes video games, I

agreement with Mexico. The
US could reach a trade agreement with Canada. Mexico and
Canada could reach a trade
agreement between themselves. So what is the benefit
of a multi-country free trade
agreement? Who benefits from
this? Why all the secrecy in
negotiating it? Why does Congress want to give fast-track
authority to reach such an
agreement to the President?
  
Multi-country free trade
agreements should be avoided. The United States should
make trade agreements with
each country individually. Of
the 12 countries in the proposed
TPP (Trans-Pacific
Partnership), each of the 12
countries individually should
negotiate a trade agreement
with the other 11 countries.
Who should all of the 10 other
countries be affected by what

only two of the countries agree
to?”
Robert Kastigar

the students, there is a process of which a student may
remove the people(s) in power
in the SGA Constitution.
   If students are truly passionate about their voice in
the SGA and that voice is not
being heard, show them that
you are serious, unless this is
just another ‘Montclair ways’
thing of just complaining and
not doing anything. Everyone
has a say. It’s just no one takes
advantage of the ‘say.’
   It only takes one to start
change.”
A Former Member of a SGA

In response to “Who Has a Say
in the SGA?” published on
Feb. 27, 2014:
“I agree. The SGA never wants
to take responsibility. They
want to push away anything
that would make them think
hard. They wish they could
spend their time giving clubs
money for pizza. They spend
tens of thousands of dollars
on concerts and half-baked
events. Now they are literally
throwing out the opinions of
over 400 students to avoid being ‘political’.”
John
“If those that are in power not
serving the role required for

can say this. I could care less
about a company trying to cater to my needs. I’m going to
buy a game that looks amazing
just as any guy would. Girls
who aren’t fond of video games
aren’t going to be convinced
to buy them just as guys who
don’t play video games will not
want to buy them. Not all girls
love ponies and pink, especially while some bronies are
pledging their allegiance to
Princess Celestia. People are
going to enjoy whatever they
want regardless of “catered”
advertising.

Monika Bujas, a Communications major,
is in her second year as the Opinion
Editor for The Montclarion.

“Damn right, speaking truth
to power. We need legislative
elections to create accountability; not just 150 signatures,
but actual democracy!”
Carter Pan-Jacobs

Concerning Editorials and Columns

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff. Also, April Fools’
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The Oscars: A Good Night for Music
Isabel Hershko
Staff Writer

This week, viewers gathered around their televisions
for the most anticipated award
show of the year. The Academy
Awards, well known for their
tribute to the amazing movies
produced each year, provided
viewers not only with film appreciation, but also music as
well. This year’s show hosted
six musical performances:
Pharrell Williams, Karen O,
U2, Idina Menzel, P!nk and
Bette Midler.
Williams was the Oscar’s first performer of the
evening. The hat-toting heartthrob did not fail to rev up the
crowd. Performing his infectiously uplifting song “Happy” from the Despicable Me 2
soundtrack, Williams had the
audience on their feet. Williams delivered smooth vocals
and a feel-good vibe for all.
Dancers littered the stage,
making it a bit hard to focus
on the performer due to the
immense amount of movement
surrounding him. Regardless,
Williams delivered in a big
way, making sure his audience was definitely “happy.”
Up next was Karen O
with “The Moon Song” from
the film Her. Hauntingly beautiful, Karen O’s performance
completely juxtaposed that of
the one before her. Calm and
quiet, all eyes were on her and
accompanying guitarist Ezra
Koenig. There wasn’t much to
say about this performance as
the music spoke for itself.
U2 performed “Ordinary Love” next, the result
being less than pleasing. A
household name, U2 was expected to be a showstopper.

While the technicalities of the
performance were spectacular,
there seemed to be something
missing. The energy simply
wasn’t there. Considering the
timeline of U2’s success, it
was safe to say that this performance was not up to par.
Following was Idina
Menzel with the extremely
popular “Let It Go” from the
recipient of Best Animated
Feature, Frozen. Menzel is no
stranger to live performance,
having her breakthrough in
show biz come from the hit mu-

sical Wicked. It was a surprise
to see that she fell a little flat.
Menzel seemed to be having a
rough time, which might have
been from the uncalled-for decision to speed up and cut the
track. Still, she delivered her
talent for the most part. She
hit a nice middle, leaving the
ending as her only downfall
when she cracked her voice on
the high note that makes the
song so chilling.
The
second-to-last
performer of the evening was
P!nk, celebrating the 75th an-

niversary of The Wizard of Oz
by covering “Over the Rainbow.” The sultry songstress
did, indeed, take us over the
rainbow and back with phenomenal vocals and a stage
presence that spoke for itself.
Normally a fired-up performer,
it was a surprisingly refreshing break to see her step back
and let her voice do the work.
Finally, the timeless Bette Midler, performing
“Wind Beneath My Wings,”
did the last musical number
of the evening. The song was

done following the “In Memoriam” section of the show, proving to be a very fitting choice.
Midler, as always, was a true
artist. Her voice has proved to
be clear and beautiful over the
years and her Oscars performance showed no time of that
changing in the near future.
Overall, the evening
showcased not only phenomenal films, but musical numbers as well, creating an evening that did the arts some
serious justice.

Photo courtesy of heyreverb.com

Singer Karen O and musician Ezra Koenig performing at the Oscars.

Cupsi
Continued from Page 1
Ann Marie Manso, Audrey
Dingler, Sean Alino, Adam
Melchor and Sherlita McCann
were chosen to compete in this
year’s CUPSI competition after winning the grand slam on
our own campus.
According to Manso, there
were two rounds of the competition. First, they placed in the
preliminary round of poetry
slams, known as the Sacrificial
Poet Series. Then they placed
in the top five of the finals competition, known as the Grand
Slam. The Sacrificial Poet Series was made up of 20 poets
performing three original pieces. From there, only 10 make it
to Grand Slam, where the top
five scoring poets are chosen
as the members of Montclair’s
CUPSI Team.
However, even though these
talented poets placed over the
other 18,995 students on campus, they still have one problem: money. Colorado is far,

as the trip there and back will
cost over $3000.
“We receive some funds
from the SGA,” said Dingler,
“but most of the money for the
trip comes from fundraising.”
The team set up a fundraiser on gofundme.com, hosted
by Speaking Through Silence.
Speaking Through Silence is
a Class IV organization and
Montclair State‘s literary and
creative writing organization.
According to their Facebook
page, they promote self-expression, self-realization and
self-esteem in a safe environment of supportive peers.
The team has also raised
money from open mic nights
and T-shirt sales, but the team
is still far from their goal. As
of March 4, they had raised
$815 on their GoFundMe account alone. The team is offering different perks for different amounts of donations,
ranging from a “thank you”

acrostic from one
of the poets to a
VIP option to fly
with the team to
Colorado.
According to
their page, “All
donations
will
fund flight and
hotel exspenses
for the five poets
and their coach.”
The CUPSI
team is looking
for any help they
can get to assist in achieving
their
dreams.
While many people perform in
different ways,
these students
look to performance
poetry
for inspiration.
“I think I love
the performance
aspect of poetry Ann Marie Manso performs at on campus poetry slam.
the most,” said Dingler. “If you want to
stand out from the
crowd, you need to
have a stage presence that defines
who you are as you
present your work.”
Manso also appreciates how poetry describes her
life
experiences.
“I’ve always been
a writer at heart,”
said Manso.
“Crafting the
piece, taking the
time to pick the
right words is what
I enjoy best. Writing saved my life.
Performing is just
me sharing my
thoughts and voice
with others.”

The five CUPSI finalists.

Photo courtesy of youtube.com

Photo courtesy of youtube.com

Each member of the CUPSI
has fought for their spot at
the national competition.
They have done a great deal
of fundraising so far, but they
still need the help of any willing students and faculty members. Be sure to wish our Red
Hawks luck as they go up
against other collegiate poets
from across the country. If
you’re interested in donating,
look up their fundraising page
on gofundme.com.
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It’s ‘All In the Timing’
Kelly McGeary
Staff Writer

An “interrobang” is a little-known punctuation mark.
Described as a question mark
attached to an exclamation
point, a sentence ending with
an interrobang asks a question
in an excited manner, expressing excitement or disbelief in
the form of a question or asks
a rhetorical question.
All in the Timing, a
collection of comedic, surrealist vignettes written by David
Ives embodies all three definitions of interrobang. It is a
poignant, hilarious comedy
that makes audiences think
before they laugh. This past
weekend, under the direction
of Kaytlin Maguire, MSU’s
Players performed this headscratching, knee-slapping collection of vignettes and left
audiences with a “?!”
The six sketches focus mainly on malapropism
and wordplay, the intricacies
of human relationships and
on existentialist perspectives.
It is certainly not a play to be
taken at face value; if you’re
looking for a night of easygoing enjoyment, you might
want to try your luck at 42nd
Street. Watching All in the
Timing is like trying to solve a
book of brainteasers.
The first act, entitled
“Sure Thing,” presents to
the protagonist a power that
many of us would kill to have:

Brown nosing on stage.
the power of a redo. The act is
centered on a conversation between two strangers in a coffee
shop a man and a woman. The
two have an uncomfortable
meeting that is continually reset with the ring of a bell each
time they say the wrong thing
until, finally, they romantically connect. The adorably
awkward meeting between
the man and woman, which is
overseen by the all-powerful
bellman, poses the question:
what would you do if you could

Photo courtesy of Players
redo scenes in your life?
In the subsequent play titled
Words, Words, Words, three
chimpanzees named Kafka,
Swift and Milton are thrown
into a cage together with paper
and typewriters at a zoo. The
method to this is that if the
monkeys are left long enough
to type away aimlessly, they
will eventually write the next
Hamlet.
In this vignette, the talking
monkeys bear the qualities of
the authors whose names they

share: there is Swift, who is
disgruntled and frustrated by
the establishment that confines him; Milton, with a passive, easy-going demeanor who
is just waiting for his inspiration to strike; and Kafka, who
spends most of the scene typing the letter “K” repeatedly
until he is the one who literally begins to write Hamlet.
Incredibly proud by the
work of her cast, Maguire says
that initially, she never pictured herself directing. “Last

year, I ended up directing a lot
of shows that I’ve written myself, just for fun, and it turns
out that I really enjoy it.” The
challenge, Maguire explains,
was directing someone’s words
that weren’t her own. “When
you write something, you know
exactly how you envision it going up on stage and you understand all the jokes from the
get-go since you made them up
yourself. The show itself was
really appealing to me, being
one act—something that as a
writer I have a lot of respect
for.”
Although the material of the show is conceptually complex, Maguire was
fortunate to have an insanely
eager cast and crew who were
eager to join her on her surrealist journey. Speaking fondly
of her cast, Maguire said,
“They came to rehearsals they
weren’t called for and stayed
for hours after I told them
they could go, just to hang out
because we were having fun.”
A night of lively theatrical brain teasers, Players’ All
in the Timing left audiences
giggling and pondering some
of life’s deepest existential
questions. The dedicated cast
and crew gave views laughter
punctuated in interrobangs.
Ha?! Ha?! Ha?!

SPRING FLING PLAYLIST
Songs To Fling Your Spring To
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Baseball Kicks off Season on the Road
Joe Stanley Kurp
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
baseball team kicked off
their 2014 campaign on the
road, starting slowly with
losses in a doubleheader in
Newport, Va. on March 1 to
SUNY Cortland and Christopher Newport, respectively, before sealing their first
win of the season the next
day in nearby Fredericksburg over the University of
Mary-Washington.
Losing both games
in the doubleheader was
not the start the Red Hawks
wanted, as they could
only get six hits off Cortland pitchers throughout
the game. After Cortland
scored two runs in the bottom of the fifth inning, one
in the seventh and two in
the ninth, Montclair State
finally got on the board.

With two men on
base, senior pitcher Christopher Reynolds grounded into a fielder’s choice,
sending senior outfielder
Nicholas Martins home to
cut Montclair State’s deficit to four. This was Montclair State’s only run of the
game, as Cortland won 5-1.
In the other game of
the doubleheader against
Christopher Newport, the
Red Hawks got off to a
good start. In the top of the
fourth inning, they took a
1-0 lead on a RBI single by
senior catcher Jayson Stolz.
However, Christopher Newport scored two runs in the
bottom of the fifth and one
in the sixth. Their pitching
held on for the win, allowing only seven walks and
six hits.
Sophomore pitcher
Jonathan Torregroza had a
good outing, giving up two
runs as he struck out five

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Pitcher Michael Macchia delivering a pitch last season, hoping to actually improve from last season.

batters and gave up five
hits. However, he was credited with the loss as Christopher Newport won 3-1,
ensuring Montclair State

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Head coach Norm Schoenig talks to pitcher Michael Macchia and catcher Nicholas Martins.

would end the doubleheader at 0-2.
The next day at the
University of Mary-Washington, the Red Hawks got
themselves a better effort
on the field, as freshman
left-hander Michael Macchia tossed four scoreless
innings. Most impressively,
the offense came to life, as
Montclair State got a big
game from freshman right
fielder Matt Long, as he
went 3-5 and scored an RBI
in the top of the first to give
Montclair State a 1-0 lead.
The majority of the
runs came in the top of the
sixth inning. With the bases
loaded, a walk by freshman
outfielder Philip Scott followed by an RBI single by
sophomore first baseman
Sean Thomas scored two
additional runs.
Although
MaryWashington scored two

runs, senior reliever John
Silvestri sealed the deal
and recorded his first save
of the season, giving Montclair State their first win
of the season 5-2 in a game
that was called early due to
heavy rain.
“It was great to get
out on a field finally,” said
Silvestri. “We saw some
good things and some things
we need to improve on and
we look forward to building
on this weekend going forward.”
Now 1-2 on the season, Montclair State hopes
to record some more wins
as they head to Port Charlotte, Fla. for the Snowbird
Classic on March 8-14, taking on teams including The
College of Wooster, Marietta College, Heidelberg University, Baldwin Wallace
University and Salem State
University.

Dong Hyun Kim KO’s Hathaway With Spinning Elbow
Andrew Guadagnino
Staff Writer

Dong Hyun Kim
used to fly under the radar
of many fans. After March
1, at the Cotai Arena in
Macau, China, that is no
more.
The Korean known
as “Stun Gun” certainly
stunned the mixed martial
arts world with his third
round knockout of John
Hathaway in the main
event welterweight bout at
UFC Fight Night 37.
After Kim knocked
out rising Brazilian star
Erick Silva in October, the
UFC decided he was ready
for a bump up in competition and matched him up
with the British standout
that was on a three-fight
win streak at the time.
However, that streak was
snapped—violently.
Kim (19-2-1, 10-2
UFC) ended Hathaway with
a nearly perfect spinning
backward elbow, rendering
him unconscious immediately. For his dynamite performance, Kim received a
post-fight bonus of $50,000.
From the very start, it
seemed the Korean judoka
was in control of the fight.
He used his sharp striking
to score a knockdown very
early in the first round and
continued his dominance
into the second, finally
handing Hathaway (17-2,
7-2 UFC) his first knockout

loss with a finish on 62 seconds into the third.
With two consecutive knockout victories over
tough opponents, Kim now
eyes a shot at the welterweight title.
“I cannot tell you
how happy I am,” said Kim.
“I don’t care who my next
opponent will be. I want to
get a shot at the title.”
China
finally
crowned its first Ultimate
Fighter in Lipeng Zhang
in the co-main event of the
evening.
Zhang used a strong
wrestling and submission
game to grind out a split decision win over the favorite,
Wang Sai, over the course
of their three-round bout.
Zhang (7-7-1, 1-0
UFC) was most dominant
in the first round, using
multiple takedowns and
submission attempts to
score points. In the second, neither fighter clearly
dominated. In the third,
Sai came back with a vengeance. Sai (6-5-1, 0-1 UFC)
thwarted multiple takedown attempts and gained
top position and even took
Zhang’s back briefly.
Ultimate
Fighter
Season 10 alum Matt Mitrione made a statement in
his heavyweight bout with
a violent first round knockout of young star Shawn
Jordan. Mitrone’s stand up
is constantly improving and
it showed when she threw a
vicious barrage of accurate

Poster for UFC 170 featuring Ronda Rousey and Sara McMann.

Poster for UFC Fight Night featuring Dong Hyun Kim and John Hathaway.

strikes to rock the Louisiana native. From there, Mitrione kept pounding away
until Jordan (15-6, 3-3
UFC) was deemed unable
to continue 4:59 into round
one. Mitrione (7-3, 7-3 UFC)
was patient in this fight,

something he improves on
every fight. The 35-year-old
former NFL player hit Jordan behind the ear with a
wicked left hook and went
in for the kill ,forcing referee Dan Miragliotta to halt
the contest.

Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.org

Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.org

“I didn’t want to
force the knockout,” Mitrione said. “I just wanted to
let it go. I didn’t listen to my
coaches as much as I should
have, but I had such a good
camp.”
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Womens Lacrosse Wins Three Straight
Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

On
Wednesday,
March 5, the Montclair
State womens lacrosse
team extended their win
streak to three games with
a dominant 16-5 home win
over Thiel College. The Red
Hawks managed to top the
Tomcats in almost every
category, including taking
37 shots compared to Thiel’s
16.
Once again, the Red
Hawks jumped out to an
early lead, scoring the first
four goals of the game, including back-to-back goals
by junior midfielder Jenna
Bussiere. From there, the
Red Hawks outscored the
Tomcats 5 to 3 for the 9-3
halftime lead. In the first
half, MSU successfully outshot Thiel 22-8 and had

recorded 15 shots on goal
to their five. Impressively,
junior attacker Tierney
Conlon recorded two goals
and four assists before the
break.
The second half, like the
last two games, was almost
identical to the first, with
an onslaught of shots and
goals from MSU with little
breathing room in between.
Conlon, Bussiere and freshman attacker Aviana Paraggio all recorded hat tricks
while the Red Hawks went
on a 6-2 run to end the
game.
In total, eight different
MSU players contributed
offensively while freshman
goalkeeper Alexandra Tepper recorded six saves.
Overall, the Red Hawks
have been playing nearflawless lacrosse. Offensively, they have more-thanPhoto Courtesy of Sports Information

Junior attacker Tierney Conlon charges down the field.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Junior midfielder Jenna Bussiere looking to put the ball on goal.

doubled their opponents’
output with 44 goals in
only three games. MSU has
also done an impressive job
shutting down not only the
opposing teams’ ability to
score, but also the teams’
ability to work and mesh.
MSU has held its opponents
to a .313 shot percentage
and a measly six assists.
The Red Hawks will now
host Muhlenberg College
on Friday, March 7 before
traveling to a neutral field
to take on Alfred University. Thus far, the Red Hawks

have shown that they are
the team to beat and look
like they might be able to
make a strong run at the

conference title and trip to
the NCAA National Tournament.
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Who’s Hot This Week
Michael Dorn
Goalkeeper — Lacrosse
In an upset over No. 6-ranked Dickinson, Dorn made a career best 20 saves
to help Montclair get over Dickinson.

Season Stats
Saves - 43
Goals Against
Average - .867

Who’s Hot This Week
Nicosia Henry
Guard — Basketball
While helping the Red Hawks win their
second straight NJAC Basketball title,
Henry put up 11 points and accounted
for 18 rebounds.

Season Stats

Rebounds - 241
Assists - 46
Points - 343

Game of the Week

Womens Basketball
vs. Regis College
March 7, 7 p.m.

MSU hosts the first round of the
NCAA Championship Series, taking on Regis College.
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on
Twitter and Instagram

Red Hawk Round Up
Womens
Basketball
After a crazy NJAC
Championship
against
William Paterson, the
Red Hawks now look forward to hosting the first
two rounds of this year’s
NCAA Nationals Tournament. MSU is set to play
against Moravian on Friday, March 7.

Womens
Lacrosse
The womens lacrosse
team has started their
season exactly the way
they wanted to. After winning their first two games,
the Red Hawks now stay
at MSU for a two-game
homestand before traveling to Myrtle Beach, S.C.
to face off against Alfred
University.

Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

Baseball
Off to a slow start, the
MSU baseball team went
1-2 in their first three
games of the 2014 season.
Hopefully, the Red Hawks
can get their act together
and work out the kinks
soon. This weekend, the
Red Hawks travel down
to Port Charlotte, Fla. for
the Snowbird Classic.

Mens
Lacrosse
With a 3-0 start, the
men look to keep the momentum going by playing four-straight home
games. Their next game
will be against Vassar
College on Wednesday,
March 12 at 4 p.m.

MSU
Sports
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Red Hawks to Host NCAA Tournament
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
womens basketball team
has been crowned NJAC
(New Jersey Athletic Conference) Champions for the
second straight year. This
is the first time in program
history that the MSU women have won back-to-back
titles. With the victory,
the Red Hawks earned the
NJAC’s automatic bid to the
NCAA Division III Womens
Basketball Tournament.
Montclair State welcomed William Paterson to
the Panzer Athletic Center
for the NJAC Championship game on Wednesday,
Feb. 28. MSU prevailed
and defeated the Pioneers
67-64. Junior guard Janitza Aquino led the scoring
attack for the Red Hawks
with 18 points. Senior guard
Nicosia Henry recorded a
double-double by grabbing
18 rebounds and scoring
11 points. Freshman guard
Rachel Krauss chipped in
with 11 points.
Montclair
State
outscored William Paterson by 12 points (42-30) in
the paint. The win marks
MSU’s 11th straight victory.
This was the second year in
a row the Red Hawks battled with the Pioneers in the
NJAC title game. Montclair
State defeated William Paterson 75-54 last year, also
at home, to be named 2013
NJAC Champs. This is the
first time since the 1989
and 1990 seasons that MSU
has made two consecutive
appearances in the NCAA
Division III Tournament.
Aquino sealed the
victory for the Red Hawks
by nailing a three-pointer
with nine seconds left. This
is the second time this season Aquino has drained a
game-winning shot. She
did the same thing against
Rutgers-Newark on Dec. 4
by sinking a three-pointer
with 35 seconds left in that
contest.
“It is always hard to
beat a team three times, but
my players stayed composed
and determined,” said head
coach Karin Harvey after

The Red Hawks posing with the NJAC Championship trophy.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information.

Janitza Aquino gets pumped up during the NJAC Championship game. Aquino finished the regular season with
430 points , 57 assists and 46 steals.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information.

Nicosia Henry fights drives in the paint during last week’s conference title game against William Paterson. Henry
led the team with 79 steals and finished the regular season with 343 points.

the game. “It was definitely
an all-around team effort
and our younger players really stepped up.”
Freshman
guard
Rachel Krauss was named
NJAC Rookie of the Week
for her performance against
William Paterson. She currently ranks 12th in the
NJAC in three-point field
goals, with 1.1 per game.
MSU drew Regis
College in their first-round
NCAA Tournament contest.
The game will be played at
the Panzer Athletic Center
on Friday, March 7 with a
7 p.m. start time. The winner of this game will take
on whoever prevails in the
matchup between Cabrini
College and Moravian College, which starts at 5 p.m.
and will also be held at Panzer. The winners of these
games will meet on March
8 at 5 p.m. in Panzer to see
who goes to the Elite 8.
This is the second
straight year the Red Hawks
have drawn the Regis College Pride in the first round
of the NCAA Tournament.
Last year, Montclair State
destroyed Regis College 8747 in the first round held
at Lebanon Valley College.
The squads met in 2011 at
the Eastern Connecticut
Tip-Off Tournament. MSU
recorded a 73-66 victory
during the tournament.
Regis College also
won their second-straight
NECC (New England Collegiate Conference) title.
The Pride are currently on
a 17-game winning streak
and have not lost since Jan.
4. Regis has outscored opponents from their conference
by an average of 23 points
this season. All-NECC First
Team Selection and junior
co-captain Emilee Marro
has paced the Pride so far
this season. Marro leads the
team in points per game,
averaging 15.9 per contest.
“We are looking forward to hosting the first
and second round of the
NCAA Tournament for the
first time in school history,”
said Harvey. “Our home
court will definitely be an
advantage and we are hoping that our fans come out
to support us.”
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